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The Robot World Cup Initiative (RoboCup) is an attempt to promote artificial
intelligence, robotics, and other related research fields by setting a challenging goal, which
is:
By 2050, a team of fully autonomous humanoid robots shall win a game of soccer
against the human World Cup Champions, under the official regulation of FIFA.
This implies that a team of robots that walk, run, and kick a ball with two feet, can
perceive the situation that they are in, and make decisions themselves on the next move
and game strategy. Also, it must be robust enough to be able to play a game of soccer,
while maintaining safety toward the opponent players. The current technology is nowhere
near the accomplishment of that goal, as most robots use wheels instead of legs, and have
serious difficulties seeing a ball and other robots. Nevertheless, we believe that the goal
can be accomplished by 2050. From the first flight of the Wright Brothers to the Apollo
Mission which landed man on the moon, it took only 60 years. It was only 40 years from
the invention of the digital computer to the first chess computer that beat a human world
champion.
We have chosen the playing of soccer as our target, because the accomplishment of the
goal involves a series of innovations that can form the foundation for the next generation
of industries, and because it is the most popular sport in the world.
In order for a robot (a physical robot or a software agent) to play soccer reasonably well,
many technologies need to be integrated, and a number of technical breakthroughs must be
accomplished. The range of technologies spans the gamut of intelligent robotics research,
materials science, electronics, and novel technologies that we cannot even imagine today.
The idea of RoboCup was initiated in 1993 by a group of Japanese researchers, and
quickly turned into an international initiative. While the ultimate goal is to develop robots
that play against human players, it is practical to start with teams of robots playing against
each other. Thus, we decided to organize a competition associated with an academic
conference on this topic.
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The announcement was made in 1995 that the first Robot World Cup would be held in
1997, giving two years of preparation and development time for participating researchers.
The RoboCup competition will be organized to facilitate technical exchange and the
evaluation of progress in the form of competition.
The First Robot World Cup Soccer Games and Conferences (RoboCup-97) was held
during the International Joint Conference on Artificial Intelligence (IJCAI-97) at Nagoya,
Japan. Thirty-five teams from 12 countries participated in this premiere event with about
7,000 general public attendees and over 70 from the world’s media. The Second Robot
World Cup, RoboCup-98, was held in Paris in July 1998, during the FIFA World Cup,
a human version of the soccer world cup. Sixty teams from 20 countries participated in
RoboCup-98 Paris, and over 20,000 of the general public attended and 120 world media
persons covered the event. RoboCup-99 Stockholm will be held from July 26 to August 6,
with the participation of 120 teams from 35 countries.
It is the fastest growing research area in AI and robotics today. Details of RoboCup can
be found in related articles [1], books [2,3], and the web site (http://www.robocup.org/).
Papers included in this special issue represent the state of the research immediately
after RoboCup-97 Nagoya, but well before RoboCup-98 Paris. One of the major research
issues of RoboCup, from an AI point of view, is teamwork. How could teamwork emerge?
How can we program teamwork? What is the essence of emergent collaboration? How can
robots learn to collaborate? Papers assembled in this issue address this issue from different
angles.
The first paper by Asada and myself is an overview of the type of research and
robot-team architecture deployed in RoboCup-97 and RoboCup-98. Types of robot teams,
mechanical designs, and strategies are classified, and research issues are identified. As this
article was written after RoboCup-98, it provides a good perspective on how progress has
been made in the initial two years.
Milind Tambe and his colleague at the Information Science Institute, University of
Southern California, employed top-down teamwork operator.
They introduced the concept of team operator, an operator, which governs a group of
agents in a team that acts as subteams. For example, two or three agents may form a
forward player group, which may receive a basic team operator ATTACK that has more
specific operators, such as FLANK-ATTACK and CORNER-KICK. There is an advantage
of using a multi-agent domain when the number of agents is more than ten or so. Concepts
like team operator are hard to create if we use a multi-agent domain with two or three
agents. There are, however, different ways of approaching the same issue.
Peter Stone and Manuela Veloso describe how real-time teamwork operation was
accomplished in CMUnited-97, a semi-finalist of the RoboCup-97 simulator league. Their
architecture is based on Periodic Team Synchronization (PTS). In the real-time task with
a high-level of uncertaintity, communication between agents in a team can often be
disrupted. For a group of agents to maintain teamwork, it must be able to sustain certain
teamwork even when communication is not possible, but confirm and agree teamwork
periodically when communication is possible.
Although, this is an example of pre-planned teamwork, it does not assume subgroup
operation. Each agent acts independently without explicit top-down command.
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When the number of agents involved is limited, Asada et al. accomplished the acqui-
sition of simple teamwork through vision-based learning with real robots. Reinforcement
learning was used for robots to acquire a simple cooperative behavior. One robot is sup-
posed to pass a ball to the other player who is supposed to shoot the ball. This work is,
perhaps, one of the first attempts to explicitly train robots to learn teamwork.
Barry Werger, however, proposes a drastically different approach—that no explicit
operation or training be made for teamwork. An individual robot is programmed based on a
behavior-based approach, and teamwork is supposed to emerge by the reactive interaction
between robots and the environment. This approach contrasts with that in other papers in
this issue. All other papers explicitly introduce teamwork, as operator, individual planning,
or reinforcement learning.
The advantage of the RoboCup domain is that such different ideas can be evaluated and
compared using a single unified setup. While soccer only involves relatively simple, and
somewhat short-term teamwork, it is a good starting point for multi-agent research, as most
previous task domains were far more simple and static. In addition, I am pleased to inform
readers, that in addition to soccer, the RoboCup community is now trying to formalize and
develop tasks for large-scale disaster rescue.
This is called RoboCup-Rescue, and works as a secondary domain for RoboCup. The
aim of RoboCup-Rescue is to ensure a smooth transfer of knowledge obtained in RoboCup
soccer into socially significant issues, as well as complementing features missing in soccer,
such as long-term planning, heterogeneity of agents, and logistics.
The collection of papers in this special issue is an archive of an initial phase of long-term
research efforts, yet illustrates clear and contrasting views on the same task domain.
I hope that this special issue will serve as a starting point for fruitful discussions on a
range of significant AI problems.
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